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Thesis - Background

2015 => 34
2016 => 37
2017 => 44
2018 => 50
2019 => 36
2020 => 30 (trend)

Thesis – Aim, Objectives and Research
Question
Automotive industries
Industrial electronics
Furniture manufacturing
Machine/equipment manufacturing
Metal fabrication
Mining industry

Thesis – Literature Review
This section of the thesis covered:
• Legislation
• Accident definitions
• Accident causation models – sufficient (single factor or set of factors that alone are
sufficient to cause an incident/accident) and necessary (causes are those that, if absent, would
remove the conditions for the incident/accident to happen)

•
•
•
•

Accident investigation
Organisational culture
Safety culture
Leadership regarding safety

Thesis – Methodology and Data collection
Methodology
• An inductive approach (finding new
theories from existing data) has been
chosen to carry out this
research. The information to be
gathered necessitates in-depth
interviews to be carried out with
a completely open mind

Data collection
• The primary data collection:
carry out in-depth interviews
with several companies
• Secondary data: based on the
questions created by
Warszawska and Kraslakski, and
adapted by the Swedish
Säkerhetskulturnätverkets
secretariat in Stockholm,
(www.säku.se).

Thesis – Hofstede – Organisational Culture
Power distance - there is a positive correlation between Power
Distance and Fatalities indicating that as Power Distance grows
there is an increasing number of fatalities. Sweden ranks low
regarding Power Distance. This is reflecting in the relatively flat
organisations in Sweden and the openness of direct
manager/employee communication.

Long-term vs Short-term views - there is a no correlation
between Short/Long-term thinking and Fatalities
indicating that as Short/Long term thinking grows there is
no significant increase/decrease in the number of
fatalities. Sweden ranks in a middle in Hofstede’s study
regarding Short/Long term thinking. This was surprising
for the studied companies in the project as they felt that
their focus was very long-term.

Individuality - there is a negative correlation between
Individuality and Fatalities indicating that as Individuality grows
there is a decreasing number of fatalities. Sweden ranks high
regarding Individuality. This is reflected in the way people take
care of close family and colleagues – fast response to accidents
involving colleagues, and tendencies towards being a close-knit
society

Masculine/Feminine - there is a no correlation between
Masculine/Feminine and Fatalities indicating that as
Masculine/Feminine grows there is no significant
increase/decrease in the number of fatalities. Sweden ranks
very low regarding Masculinity, Sweden is a Feminist country
reflecting in the socialist fabric of Swedish society, caring for all
and being modest.

Thesis – Focus Group

Thesis – Input to Output

Results - Framework

Results - Framework

Results - Framework

Framework – Implementation example

Issue background

Fish bone

HERCA

Problem background:
Man

Machine

Material

What happened?
When does it happen?

Problem:

Who was involved?
Where did it happen?
Which customer was involved?
Which supplier was involved?
Measurement

Method

Environment

What recent changes were made in the process?
Has the sequence of events been clarified?

Main proiritised output of fishbone exercise:

Problem area
Competence
1.1 Lack of training
1.2 Lack of understanding of instructions/process
1.3 Lack of experience
1.4 Lack of repetitive training
1.5 Long absence from workplace/workstation
Work instructions
2.1 Instruction is unclear
2.2 Instruction is not complete
2.3 Instruction is missing
Work environment
3.1 Sound problems, light problems, temperature, vibration, ergonomy…
Work process
4.1 Process is not capable
4.2 Process can easily be carried out incorrectly (missing Poka Yoke)
4.3 Material supplied to the process is of poor standard/quality/incorrect

Can a timeline analysis benefit the investigation?

How should work have been
done?

Task analysis
What pre-requisites are in
place?

Work organisation
5.1 Work volume too high
5.2 Workplace is not correctly organised
5.3 Workplace organisation is not followed
Technical problems
6.1 Equipment and tools incorrect for the task
6.2 Machine/tools poorly constructed
6.3 Lack of base condition (maintenance) of the machine
6.4 Tools are not available for the task
Problem to follow work instruction
7.1 Operator made mistake due to lack of attention
7.2 Operator did not follow work instruction
Personal situation
8.1 Operator is over-stressed
8.2 Operator is over-tired
8.3 Operator has health problems
8.4 Operator not engaged in the task/work
8.5 Other issues - alcohol, depression etc

5 why
What instructions etc?

Why?

Why?

Change analysis

Why?

Why?

Barrier analysis
Why?
What physical control barriers are in place (pokaWhat administration barriers are in place?
yoke)?
Comments to 5 why analysis:

Common actions
One-point lesson
Visual aid
Training

One-point lesson
Work instruction

Improvement program
Supplier development
Poka Yoke
One-point lesson
Work instruction
Improvement
Improvement
Work instruction

Poka Yoke
Improvement

Discussion with operator, involve HR
when necessary
Discussion with operator, involve HR
when necessary

Comments to HERCA:

Agreed output of Task, Change and Barrier analysis:

Who
Develop Poka Yoke
Carry out improvement
Create and train - work instructions
Create and train - one-point lesson
Implement visual aids
Execute training
Develop supplier
Further notes:

Agreed output of 5 Why analysis:
Execution steps
When
Discuss with operators
Evaluate / screen solutions
Address risks
RCA documentaton/archive
RCA comparison/link to other RCAs
Other: specify

Agreed output of HERCA:
RCA overview (circle Y or N)

Who

When

Activity
Thinking beyond the fix ( Y / N )
Benefit / effort approved ( Y / N )
Root cause actions deemed preventive ( Y / N )
Is Quality or Control plan updated ( Y / N )

Who

Financial data:
Quantify the relevant costs
Material
Extra work
Transport
Other (Specify)
Total
Approved by:
Date:
Responsible for RCA execution:
Responsible for RCA information publishing and archiving:

Relevant finance notes:

Critical input:
Management

Discussion
• A key element ignored?! – Less than 10% of companies interviewed mentioned the
psychological aspect of ‘white collar burnout’. In Sweden in 2018, 770 people died of
work-related. This is significantly more than safety related accidents. In the framework
this is mentioned in the prevention section regarding development talks.
• Each company also showed clearly defined targets and strategies, and all had different
ways to get there. This is due partly to global organizations demands and also adapting to
ideas/philosophies grown from past experience/incidents/accidents.

• Most attribute the development of safety culture in Sweden to the fact the
Arbetsmiljöverket (Swedish Labour Authority) takes an active role in investigations and
are willing to coach and support in most areas of occupational health and safety.

Own Experience
Currently responsible for Manufacturing
Operations in Gdansk in Poland and Supply Chain
in Sweden – we started one year ago and have
recently seen very good results.
Difficulties in implementation in Poland compared to Sweden –
• Poland is still a macho work environment – slowly changing,
Covid has accelerated this development.
• Data tracking has been seen as a mgmt. view and not collected to
benefit the factory floor. Also changing in recent time

Positives – Stress is talked about openly within the Operations team
on a daily basis. Each of the staff (9 in Sweden and 5 in Poland) has
their own individual action plan for stress and safety.
One example – the production manager in Poland takes a day off
each month to ‘take a helicopter ride’ and look at the flows in the
factory, the data, the issues and takes time to breath.

What is next?
Safety further work:
• The simple fact that the ratio of stress
related fatalities compared to
accident fatalities is nearly 15:1
(770:50) should awaken significant
interest. Adapting the framework
needs to be efficient and not border
on over-production/over-safety,
selling the framework into companies
needs specific focused activities.

Padraic further work
• Applying for PhD studies in Krakow, in
the area of management and finance
with specific focus on Cost of Poor
Quality. Soon launching
www.copqacademy.com
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